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Goals
Use Rolling Density Meter to assess field asphalt compaction:
 Improve coverage
 Repeatable and accurate
 Understandable and timely results
 Safe, non-invasive, and robust

Eliminate acceptance cores by using density profile
Reduce early pavement failures due to low compaction (ex.
Longitudinal Joint deterioration)
Implementable as quality assurance tool (with verification cores)
Enhance IC and PMTP
 IC&PMPT measure processes affecting compaction continuously
 RDM can evaluate achieved compaction continuously
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RDM: Data Collection
 Push Cart Type RDM

Vehicle Mounted RDM
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RDM Data Analysis

Mainline Survey

Joint Survey
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Example Use: Longitudinal Joint Assessment

Density:
 UCJ/ML=97.7%; CJ/ML=99%
 Core data: UCJ/ML=95.1%
CJ/ML = 99.1%
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Example use: Evaluate
Mix Design or Construction Operations

Comparison of Test Sections
Mix B (3/4-) to A(1/2-): not much difference on compaction.
Adding a roller: density slightly increased on this project.
.


Median Density:
Blue: 94.1%
Red: 94.2%
Yellow: 93.5%
Green: 93.3%
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Roller Technique Evaluation
Samples

Core Taken at 10th
%, Air Void Content

Centered on Red
Joint

1000

9.6%

Centered on Green
Joint

1000

7.7%

Group Name

Stationing
range, ft.

Offset
range, ft.

Roller
Technique #1

920+00 to
925+00

Roller
Technique #2

935+00 to
940+00

Color

Relative Frequency (Bin Count/Group Samples)
30
0

• Example 500 ft section where 2 different
echelon breakdown roller techniques were
used on the joint:
• On-site RDM dielectric indicated greater
compaction using technique 2
• Core taken at 10th percentile indicated
greater compaction in technique 2
• On-site dielectric can be used to give
feedback as to what techniques are more
effective for compaction
4.0

Dielectric

5.5
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Summary Field Use: 2018 TH14 pick-up machine
breakdown investigation
• Section of bituminous pavement from Station 1412+50 to
1447+00 had pick-up machine break down
• MnDOT concluded unacceptable work based on visual
observation, thermal segregation, and 2 cores with low density.
• RDM confirmed that areas showing up with low dielectric at the
core locations
• RDM was used to provide continuous map of the issue area
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Summary Field Use: 2018 TH14 pick-up machine
breakdown investigation
• Colormap of all sensors close to 89.2 relative density core
location (1413+25) ranging from 1413+00 to 1415+00. The red
arrow indicates the location where both core and dielectric
results showed low density.
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Summary Field Use: 2018 TH371 contractor
experience – equipment validation
Good agreement between Contractor and
MnDOT data: Median dielectric difference <
0.05
Good agreement with field cores: r^2 = 0.87
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2018 TH371 contractor experience – equipment
validation: Mainline

MnDOT Mainline
Contractor Mainline
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Summary Field Use: 2018 TH371 contractor
experience – equipment validation: Joint

MnDOT Joint
Contractor Joint
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Summary Field Use – Equipment Use
On-Site Feedback
• Contractor could identify low
and high density locations
• R01 – dielectric 4.1
• R02 – dielectric 4.6
• Corresponded to 87.8% and
94.2% relative density
respectively
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Core Locator for Implementation
Trial of 10% and 90% core location

10%

90%
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Summary Field Use – Core Locator
automatically guide field person to the core location for coring
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Summary Field Use – Core Locator
automatically guide field person to the core location for coring
Core vs RDM
97.00%
y = 0.0808x + 0.547
R² = 0.8747
95.00%

Relative Density

93.00%

All Data

91.00%

Manual Selection

89.00%

Automated Core Selection
App
Linear (All Data)

87.00%

85.00%
3.8

4.3
4.8
RDM measured dielectric
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Conversion from Dielectric to Air Voids
Without Field Cores

Core Locator Application
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Conversion from Dielectric to Air Voids:
Coreless Calibration

Core Locator Application

4 Measurements used to calculate puck dielectric using
travel time at known thickness.
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Conversion from Dielectric to Air Voids:
Coreless Calibration

Isolated Reflection
for travel time calculation
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Conversion from Dielectric to Air Voids:
Laboratory Empirical TH371
• All predictions
based on gyratory
pucks 10-1-2018
through 10-6-2018
predicted similarly
• Predictions based
on 9-29-2018
under predicted air
void content relative
to others
• Field cores R01 and
R02 from 10-1
confirmed October
predictions
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Summary
 RDM is a good tool for mapping a continuous coverage of the relative compaction
levels (higher dielectric = higher compaction)
 Histograms and general statistics can be used to give a complete assessments of the
in-place compaction
 Potential to eliminate field coring for calibration: will want occasional validation cores
 Potential Uses:
 Assess compaction density and uniformity for QA/QC.
 Provide on-site feedback to contractor of high and low compaction locations that they can
cross-check with differences in mix or paving strategies in those locations to determine
optimal construction procedures
 Identification of trends in the air void content maps that can be cross-checked with IC and
other data to determine the most critical factors in achieving higher density
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Contractor Experience
• Here are a few of my thoughts after working with Kyle and using the
RDM cart on our TH371 (SP1118-21) project;
• Didn’t feel it was hard to learn how to run.

• Seeing results live would be helpful if one is able to communicate
with the rollers to improve density.
• Majority of coworkers fully support getting rid of coring (including
State workers/Inspectors).
• Would love to see a power source instead of carrying all the
batteries.
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Contractor Experience
• Seemed quite dangerous when outside of traffic control, and didn’t feel completely safe
in traffic control. The job was supposed to be a closed road but we still had a pilot car for
‘local’ traffic.
• When within 500’ to 1000’ from the finish roller I seemed to be held up by water on the
road from the Finish roller (from the drum). 2000’ back seemed like a much more efficient
place to be (however you’d be holding up traffic control).
• Lifting the cart solo was a little rough on the back. Was very awkward.
• If one could use the Design/alignment file used with IC in conjunction with a visual like
IC roller computers one should be able to follow the center line (should be easy to load
into VETA as well with that). If that’s too far off having a marker on the bar where the
sensors hang to signify where center line is (I used a zip tie dragging on the pavement).
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Contractor Experience
• Took me about an hour to setup:
– Gathering the Cart, parts, and batteries
– Unloading, and warming up the cart
– Dropping Truck off where I might end then hitching a ride back.

• Benefits of using a Vehicle of some sort (Golf cart, Side by Side, Gator,
Truck/Car/Van);
– Power source (no need to carry so many batteries)
– Would be able to have a Beacon (safer)
– Could get to the Rollers faster to communicate densities and possible
changes
– Hopefully one could implement Full lane coverage
– Wouldn’t need to ditch vehicle where one might finish/hitch rides back to
cart
– Setup should be faster
– Having a back mounted sensor maybe open having something to dry in
the front?
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Contractor Conclusion
I do feel that this system/idea would be helpful in improving
density (via changing rolling patterns while paving, or correcting
a different issues causing low density). However, having one
person push a cart behind the finish roller doesn’t feel very
efficient nor practical in its current state. If it is only on a couple
projects it would seem difficult to have an employee work for the
contractor all season doing something then have to only push
the cart all day when a project called for it. I like the idea of being
able to use the new technologies IC, PMTP and RDM to help
improve paving in real time (though it is rather early in all of
these systems). I am still working on how to do all this efficiently
in real time with IC and PMTP, but with the information that we
are collecting it does seem like improving our roads would be the
result.
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